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Abstract— This system is an implementation of wireless navigation system, which is a demonstration of a wheelchair 
which works on the inputs such as gesture and voice commands via an android phone and navigates according to command 
by wirelessly. It can be used by a physically challenged or aged person, they can move anywhere without any difficulty. The 
elders and the physically challenged people find it hard to move the wheelchair without help of other person. By making use 
of this system, the physically challenged person can move to different locations in the particular house or at outside of home 
may be on road, at park, just by pronouncing the direction name or by making the movement of the android phone they will 
be provided with. Our system is also equipped with obstacle detection and avoidance technique, where the person may not 
be able to provide proper command at the right time. A security threat message can be sent through the mobile phone to 
predefined number, if the user feels to be found in danger. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Disability is the consequence of an impairment that 
may be physical, cognitive, mental, sensory, 
emotional, developmental, or some combination of 
these that result in restrictions on an individual's 
ability to participate in what is considered "normal" 
in their everyday society. A disability may be present 
from birth, or occur during a person's lifetime 
.Common disabled person uses wheel-chair in their 
everyday life and for operating that wheel chair they 
always need an external aid so our proposed system 
can be used to make physically challenged person an 
Independent person so our system can be operated 
using various voice commands and the gestures using 
gloves and the provided android mobile phone. An 
important feature is security of the person who is 
using the wheelchair is very important so that also 
provided in our system. If the person feels insecure or 
not comfortable on chair, he can send a message to a 
predefined number in the mobile phone. 
 
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The proposed system can be operated using voices 
and the gestures i.e. gloves and the provided android 
mobile phone. An important feature is if the person 
feels uncomfortable or insecure, he can send a 
message to a predefined number in the Mobile. 
These are the modules we used in our system: 

 Voice based chair movement 
 Gesture based chair movement 
 GUI chair movement 

First, At User side: An android phone in our system is 
connected to Wi-Fi network is responsible for the 
audio transfer of command to the chair. Also the GUI 
built in the application can command the chair to 
move in different directions. In case of panic situation 
an SMS is also sent using the android phone. 

 
Figure.1: User side 

 
At Chair side: The chair side also have one android 
phone mounted on it, so the chair operation would be 
controlled by this android application only. The 
commands which are responsible for movements of 
chair will be given from user side android phone to 
chair side via Wi-Fi Network. User side android 
phone will give the signals which are received by 
android phone of chair side and send the tones 
generated to the DTMF decoder to decode the 
operation which is responsible for movement of chair. 
This decoded signals are processed by 
microcontroller which is on chair side and command 
signals will be send to motor driver. This motor 
driver IC will give the direction to chair for its 
movements. If user feels insecure, one panic switch 
also provided to chair which will be pressed to send 
the message to the predefined phone number. Chair 
also have an obstacle sensor which senses any 
obstacle in its path and then it will automatically stop 
the chair. Wireless module CC2500 is connected here 
which is totally responsible for communication 
between gloves and chair. 
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Figure.2: Chair side 

 
At Gloves side: An accelerometer sensor is mounted 
on gloves which give analog signals to 
microcontroller via ADCs which also mounted on 
gloves. So that they are all responsible for movement 
of chair. 
 

 
Figure.3: Glove side 

III. ADVANTAGES 
1. Our System is based on Wi-Fi network, so 

device controlling range is more. 
2. Implementation Cost is less so anyone could 

afford and Use. 
3. No User Side Training required to use 

wheel-chair. 
4. It has Low Maintenance. 
5. This System is Reliable and Durable. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have designed a wheel-chair for both aged and 
the physically challenged with a varied physical 
disability. Now-a-days everybody has an android 
mobile so by using android application any one can 
easily use our system. If a person is a 
Communications impaired with so he/she can also 
control chair by using gesture module and also the 
system smartly detects obstacle and stops in case the 
user is unable to command the chair. So by altogether 
all those modules in one system can be efficient in 
many ways. 
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